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A B S T R A C T

Communication between information processing systems becomes a challenge, especially in the “big data” era. It is a mandatory subject in the topic “Architecture and organization” of the computer science curriculum. However, in our experience, it is a rather complex topic for students. Simulation visualization can be used to graphically illustrate various concepts of computer science. In this paper, we present the application of NICSim-vhd, which is an acronym for VHDL-based Network Interface Card simulation model, as a pedagogical tool for supporting undergraduate computer science students’ education. NICSim-vhd allows simulating the network-to-memory data path at a network node and generating Value Change Dump (VCD) files for simulation visualization of hardware description languages-based models. We provide a taxonomy of learner engagement with simulation visualization. Grounded in Bloom’s well-recognized taxonomy of understanding, we suggest how to assess the learning outcomes to which such engagement may lead.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The joint ACM and IEEE curriculum guidelines for undergraduate computer science degree programs emphasize the relevance of the knowledge area “Architecture and Organization (AR)” \cite{1}. According to these instructional guidelines and curriculum suggestions, students should acquire an understanding and appreciation of computer system functional components, their characteristics, performance, interactions, and, in particular, the challenge of harnessing parallelism to sustain performance improvements.

One of the knowledge units included in AR is “Interfacing and Communication”. The focus here is on the hardware mechanisms for supporting input/output (I/O) device interfacing. Topics like I/O fundamentals (e.g., handshaking, buffering), buses (bus protocols, arbitration, direct-memory access), and introduction to networks (communications networks as another layer of remote access, among others that should be considered by instructors) are included.

Indeed, teaching computer architecture requires a lot of effort by the instructor. Simulators can improve the teaching process, increase student willingness and ease ability to learn the material \cite{2,3}. Commonly, computer simulation is used as a supporting tool in the process of understanding the concepts of both computer architecture and computer organization, e.g., CPU \cite{4,5}, assembly language \cite{6}, cache memory system \cite{7}, on-chip hardware components \cite{5}, and so on.

Understanding how computer work is hardly possible without having specialized computer laboratories or tools suitable for courses. These laboratories are too expensive to be available in all universities, especially, in poor countries \cite{8,9}. Also, it is necessary to periodically invest money to upgrade them.

An important question arises: are these labs flexible enough to be appropriate for assessing the workloads in various testing environments? Using computer architecture simulators in lab activities adds a new dimension to textbook theory by strengthening practical teaching.
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Computer simulators are programs that contain a representation of authentic systems or hypothetical situations. They have a number of features that are of particular help in the teaching of science [10]. By changing parameter settings of system-under-test (SUT) a simulation model, professors and students can test “what if” cases, and gain insight on “unusual” workload patterns.

Regarding the I/O subsystem topic, Larraza-Mendiluze et al. [11] highlight the need for more educational research in order to make it less abstract and more attractive. To this end, developing and using different resources and educational methodologies based on a theory of learning should be considered [12,13].

A traditional course model, in which the lecturer follows a text book, exhibits slides, and presents some theoretical exercises, is not enough to assure a through comprehension of what is being taught. The problem is due to both the teaching model and the lack of appropriate tools capable of translating the theory being presented into a more practical reality. Without a practical vision, the student tends to lose touch and just “float” around the introduced concepts and mechanisms without gaining insight into of what is really going on [14].

The study of computer hardware usually involves a lot of abstract concepts, complex hardware structural interconnections and dynamic hardware behavior. Commonly, it is hard for students to imagine how digital signals propagate inside computers to operate in different functional units.

Visualization of the activities, which occur inside a computer, might be an important aspect for improving computer science education [15,16]. Computer-based visualizations like animations and simulations are effective teaching-learning resources across computer science domains.

In [17], the authors argue that such a technology, no matter how well it is designed, is of little educational value unless it engages learners in an active learning activity.

In this paper, we present the application of the NICSim-vhd tool [18,19] as an experimental learning environment to teach computer architecture. The tool leads students through a more active participation in the learning process. We strongly believe that visualization is better than a thousand words when it comes to constructing a mental model of a machine operation. A major idea behind our approach is to take advantage of VHDL simulation visualization for skills training.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we explain the pedagogical foundations of our work. In Section 4, we present the learning platform. In Section 5, we show how the learning platform can be used in classes for simulation visualization. In Section 6, we present simulation visualization in the context of Bloom’s Taxonomy. In Section 7, we present our conclusions.

3. Pedagogical foundations

3.1. Constructivism in computer science education

In the 20s and 30s of the last century the founding works of Vygotsky studied how children construct an understanding of the world around them. Social constructivism and cognitive constructivism become two predominant educational theories. They were initially developed by Lev Vygotsky and further by Jean Piaget and form the basis of many of today’s educational technology tools in the classroom. The theories state the central role of social factors in child development, internalization not as the process of copying material from the environment, but as a transformative process, as well as a process of individual’s development. The differences pertain to the nature of the stimulus, nature and origin of psychological instruments, nature of self-regulation and novelty in development, direction of development, the concept of social development, and finally the role of language in development [28]. An effective classroom, where instructor and students are communicating optimally, is dependent on using constructivist strategies, tools and practices. Teaching techniques derived from the theory of constructivism are thought to be more successful than traditional techniques, because they explicitly address the necessary process of knowledge construction.

In [12], the authors discussed to what extent constructivism is applicable to CS education. According to constructivism,
students construct knowledge by combining the experiential world with existing cognitive structures. The author claims that the application of constructivism to CS education must take into account characteristics that do not appear in the natural sciences.

For example, a (beginning) CS student has no effective model of a computer. By effective model the authors mean a cognitive structure that the student can use to make viable constructions of knowledge, based upon sensory experiences such as reading, listening, lectures, and working with a computer. They do not think that beginning CS students come to class with the effective model of a computer. The lack of such a model is a serious learning obstacle to CS. Thus, if the student does not bring a preconceived model to class, then we must ensure that a viable hierarchy of models is constructed and refined as learning progresses. This means that the computer model (e.g., CPU, memory, I/O peripherals) must be explicitly taught and discussed, not left to haphazard construction and not glossed over with facile analogies.

The classic pedagogical model at all levels of education is based upon the instructive model, where instructional sequences tackle the task of transferring the maximum amount of information from an active teacher to a passive learner. In general, the instructive model tends to be standardized and homogenized in the sense that the teaching is mostly directed to the class as a whole, and not to individuals within the class.

One way to overcome the limitations imposed by the instructive model is to include concepts from constructivism theory—the teacher/instructor plays not only the classical role of transmitting knowledge the best it can, but also serving as a “facilitator” of the learning process. In the constructivist model, the student is the central focus of the whole process of knowledge construction. The development of students’ investigational/critical predicates and his ability to work cooperatively in group/teams are equally relevant tasks for the teacher.

3.2. A constructivism framework

Our pedagogical framework is inspired by the work of Maia et al. [14] and Moreno et al. [29]. Many computer architecture courses are based upon teacher presentation and explanation of concepts, rather than allowing the students to construct its own knowledge. This model may turn lectures into an extremely abstract and boring process. The constructivist theory provides an option for developing pedagogic proposals, possibly leading to better learning outcomes than those obtained with instructive models.

In this paper, we propose a constructivism framework to support learning in the knowledge area “Architecture and organization” of computer science curriculum [1]. Specifically, we concentrate on the knowledge unit “Interface and Communication”. The main guidelines followed in developing this model are listed below:

- The students should use VHDL-based simulation in the classroom and in homework as a form of understanding situations which are difficult to generate in a real environment.

The facility to develop and test hypotheses to create alternative solution proposals and discuss them with the other students and the teacher makes the simulator an essential tool in the learning process. The simulator emphasizes knowledge construction, as it makes multiple displays of reality possible, allowing students to test their own hypotheses, and learn from their successes and mistakes. Once faced with a specific problem, students can find real support in the simulator that helps them to actively search for a solution, improving their ability to identify, describe, and solve problems.

3.3. Learner understanding and Bloom’s taxonomy

In order to study the effectiveness of various strategies for engaging learners in visualization, we have first to point out what we expect from learners studying a particular topic.

Rather than attempting to provide an all-encompassing breakdown for all of computer science, we use a general taxonomy developed by Bloom in 1956 [30]. It becomes incumbent upon any particular study of visualization effectiveness to define understanding within the particular area of CS in which that study is being conducted.

Bloom’s taxonomy structures learner understanding along six increasingly sophisticated levels:

- Level 1: The knowledge level. This is characterized by mere factual recall with no real understanding of the deeper meaning behind presented facts.
- Level 2: The comprehension level. At this level, the learner is able to discern the meaning behind the facts.
- Level 3: The application level. The learner can now apply the learned material in specifically described new situations.
- Level 4: The analysis level. The learner can identify the components of a complex problem and break it down into smaller parts.
- Level 5: The synthesis level. The learner is able to generalize and draw new conclusions from the facts learned at prior levels.
- Level 6: The evaluation level. The learner is able to compare and discriminate among different ideas and methods. By assessing the value of these ideas and methods, the learner is able to make choices based on reasoned arguments.

4. Learning platform

There are a number of development environments available for designing circuits using a Hardware Description Language (HDL). However, most of these systems are commercial tools. Further, since they are aimed at developing commercial designs, most of the available features are often not necessary in an introductory level course. For a basic HDL development, students only need to edit, compile and simulate simple programs, typically contained within a single file. In this section, we provide further details about the individual components combined in the light-weight IDE.

Compiler and Simulator. The compiler and simulator should be light, open source and cross-platform. GHD [31] meets these requirements and is suited for our purpose. It allows the user to compile and execute VHDL code directly. It has several commands, allowing the user to analyze, elaborate and run VHDL code/test with various options. It is a command-line tool, and can often be hard to use for a beginner.
Waveform Viewer. The VCD file is a text file with the values of signals at various time points. For easy visualization of results, we need a program which shows this information graphically. We use GTKWave, an open-source GTK+ based wave viewer, which runs on Unix, Windows and MacOSX [32]. It supports several file formats including standard VCD files. As shown in the next section, we can select the signals to be displayed, their radix and zoom-level.

5. Use of visualization techniques in class

Visualization techniques help students understand details of system architecture at various levels of complexity, and provide important supporting roles to instructors in the classroom. In this section, we propose three different visualization techniques: Block diagram visualization, Signal waveform visualization, and Performance-oriented signal visualization.

5.1. Block diagram visualization

A block diagram representation of computer concepts enables students to approach course material in more concrete way, and to visualize abstract behavior of computer hardware architecture more clearly and effectively. Describing the system in block diagrams provides a purely descriptive approach to its functionality and operation. In this approach, only a description of the computer I/O subsystem is given to the students, who are then expected to be able to describe the concepts. They could be asked to identify relationships between concepts. This is an easy way to introduce the topic, which could be used with students who are not majoring in computing.

Let us consider Network Interface Card (NIC) hardware as an example. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram to visualize the functionality of the NIC as a physical interface between the computer and network cables. Using this diagram, instructor can explain NIC functionality in terms of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model.

Conventional NICs perform Layer-1 (Physical) and Layer-2 (Data-link) processing. Typical questions at the physical layer (e.g., what electrical signals should be used to represent 1 and 0, or in how many nanoseconds a bit is transmitted?) can be addressed by instructors.

During the analysis, students should consider the characteristics of serial communication (Ethernet link) and parallel communication (PCI bus), and how a parallel data stream is converted to a serial data stream and vice-versa. At the data-link layer level, frame processing at the NIC can be discussed. Additionally, the need of a buffer for matching the rate at which the data is received from the network and the rate at which the NIC is sending the data across the I/O bus (and vice-versa), can be studied.

Analysis of the block diagram allows students to explore the functionality of the NIC hardware and enhance their understanding of the network I/O. Instructors can use block diagrams to stimulate in-class discussion, engage students in active learning and initiate a collaborative effort among students for finding answers and solutions to the functionality of circuits.

5.2. Signal waveform visualization

A solid knowledge of electronics is of major importance for a CS student. The means for achieving a good level of understanding, especially of the practical aspects, are an issue that is generally allocated in a CS program. Due to the applied nature of the subject, a pragmatic practice-based approach can be an appropriate solution to complete the technical preparation of students [33].

A typical computer science curriculum incorporates three topics in the hardware track: digital design, computer organization, and computer architecture. In such a curriculum, detailed study of the electrical aspects has to be borrowed from electrical engineering (a student takes a course in basic electricity followed by another in transistor electronics). The majority of the digital design textbooks in computer science either skips the electronics aspects of gates, or discusses topics assuming previous knowledge of the electrical aspects. However, to fully understand the electrical constraints, a digital design course (as a first course in computer science) requires previous knowledge in electrical and electronics concepts. The concepts are acquired through a sequence of courses in electronics. To present electrical topics under the limited constraints of classes in computer science is a challenge to the computer science educator. This is especially true as related to coverage in many digital design texts.

Waveforms visualization can help students to find relationship among multiple signals, and to visualize signal patterns. Fig. 2 shows the simulation waveform for the VHDL simulation model described in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2, PCI bus signals (PCI clock, Request, Grant, Frame, Address, Initiator ready, and Target ready) are shown. Using their waveforms, instructor can analyze basic principles of digital interfaces, such as two-state and tri-state logic (note that FRAME signal is tri-state).

5.3. Performance-oriented signal visualization

A performance-oriented approach is crucial in CS education. The computer I/O subsystem can be a bottleneck in computer systems. Its design has a major effect on computer performance. Performance evaluation of the I/O subsystem is coupled with different knowledge areas of CS curricula such as Architecture and Organization, Parallel and Distributed Computing, and Networking and Communications. Students should be able to design and improve a system based on a quantitative and qualitative assessment of its functionality, usability and performance. From the performance evaluation viewpoint, the students are asked to calculate the performance of a computer system using different I/O techniques. This kind of question is considered a higher-level question, since it requires the application of knowledge, and often the evaluation of the results, in order to determine which technique is the most appropriate in the given context.

Since traditional classroom teaching and exercises are not capable of obtaining the goals mentioned above, we advocate performance-oriented signal visualization.

To analyze the dynamic behavior of interconnected computer system components and provide a more complete view of how computer hardware works, performance-oriented signal visualization is used. It is beneficial for students to visualize the hardware complexity in a more comprehensible way.

In VHDL simulations, the network workload is modeled by using signals (sig_ethclk, sig_pktraval, sig_pktsize, and sig_pktreceiver). The sig_buffer_fill_level, in_bytes signal allows user monitoring of how the NIC buffer gets filled and drained (Fig. 3).

CS student should understand that Ethernet standard specifications impose a limit on the theoretical throughput achieved at system level. He should be able to compute maximum packet rates for full-duplex Ethernet [34]. To this end, he needs to obtain the packet duration times on the wire (as Ethernet uses a bit-serial transmission scheme, where the bit rate can be 10 Mbit/s, 100 Mbit/s, 1 Gbit/s, 10 Gbit/s, etc. and the bit time (i.e., time per bit) is the reciprocal of the bit rate).
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1 In our simplified bus model, a 1-bit address (AD) line is used.
Fig. 1. The functionality diagram of Network Interface Card.

Fig. 2. Visualization of PCI-bus signal waveforms.

Fig. 3. Visualization of overhead cycles and DMA cycles for receiving a packet.
Table 1
Sample Tasks for Bloom's Comprehension Levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>What the learner can do</th>
<th>Sample tasks and assignments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- Recognize and informally define specific concepts in a network, like input/output processing and management, NIC, I/O bus, bus protocols, Ethernet networks, or basic analysis concepts such as bandwidth, latency, overhead, and throughput.</td>
<td>- Define the following concepts: PCI bus bandwidth and PCI throughput.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>- Understand the general principles and essential properties of NIC, Ethernet and PCI protocols and explain how they work using words and figures. - Understand the role of the network-to-memory data path on system performance. - Understand the behavior of a network node (or its model) subjected to worst-case Ethernet traffic.</td>
<td>- Explain why PCI throughput decreases as the number of bus master devices attached to the bus increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>- Construct the best-case and worst-case analysis of NIC-side processing, I/O bus operation, network workload.</td>
<td>- Demonstrate the best-case of bus latency for achieving the highest bus performance, and calculate bus throughput.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>- Be able to analyze bottleneck detection problems on the network-to-memory data path, identify essential objects, and split it into smaller problems.</td>
<td>- Explain why the bus is the bottleneck for 9000-bytes input packet with a DMA burst size of 256 bytes, but not with a burst size of 4096 bytes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>- Design solutions to complex problems where several different data structures, algorithms and techniques are needed. - Analyze the efficiency of bus transactions for a network workload consisting of maximum-size network packets. - Set up criteria for comparing various solutions.</td>
<td>- Design the Finite State Machines needed for modelling the arbitration process in a PCI bus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>- Argue how and why DMA burst size should be tuned to avoid buffer overflow at NIC level in 10GbE networks. - Discuss the pros and cons of parallel I/O bus architecture (e.g., PCI and PCI-X) and serial link (PCI Express) that solve the same or similar problems. - Carry out an evaluation of a design or analysis.</td>
<td>- Compare PCI-X and PCI Express as NIC-to-System interconnect options. - Discuss the design of an experiment for measuring the I/O bus throughput.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig. 3, the arrival of minimum-size (72-bytes) packets is simulated. This scenario represents the worst case, requiring the most processing power. In general, a potential problem that should be analyzed with students from the performance evaluation viewpoint is buffer overflow at the NIC level.

Commonly, NIC hardware maintains an internal circular descriptor-ring structure. Notice that although buffer descriptors (BDs) are not transmitted over the network, a descriptor is stored into the onboard buffer for each received packet. A DMA transfer across the I/O bus included sending packet payload and the corresponding 16-bytes buffer descriptor.

In order to create a performance-oriented way of thinking, students should evaluate fundamental performance indicators of the communication between information processing systems (e.g., bandwidth, latency, overhead, and throughput).

For example, the bandwidth of a parallel bus (e.g., PCI) can be computed taking into account its width and frequency. However, in our case study (Fig. 1), such a bandwidth cannot be achieved due to overhead cycles occurring in the network-to-memory data path.

Performance-oriented signal visualization can be an effective alternative to illustrate these issues (Fig. 3). Both NIC-side processing latency and (random) bus access latency impose an overhead on communication. To obtain a quantitative assessment of both overhead and actual data transfer cycles (DMA cycles), NICsim-vhd includes counters for latency cycles and DMA cycles whose outputs can be displayed by means of signals. For off-line analysis, the values of these counters and buffer behavior statistics are written to disk trace files.

Note that PCI is a shared bus. When a bus master (such as the NIC) asserts REQ, a finite amount of time expires until the first data element is actually transferred. This is referred to as bus access latency and consists of several components (arbitration latency, acquisition latency, and initial target latency); see the enlarged detail in Fig. 3.

Signal flow from a performance perspective can be fully explained by instructors, or partially by instructors and partially by students through questions and problem-solving in the classroom. Such a practice increases the student's curiosity about course content, and promotes meaningful learning experiences.

6. Simulation visualization in the context of Bloom's taxonomy

As an example of how an effectiveness study (pragmatic trials) could map a particular area to Bloom's breakdown, we develop sample tasks in the area of computer architecture. We recognize that creating such a mapping is not a trivial task and the following classification is a starting point for deliberation.

Table 1 shows sample tasks for Bloom’s comprehension levels. All tasks and assignments from Levels 2–6 should be solved by students individually or in groups with the help of visualization produced by NICsim-vhd (Figs. 2 and 3).

The tasks at Level-1 (Knowledge), Level-2 (Comprehension) and Level-3 (Application) are of lesser complexity and can be assigned to students in the form of exercises. That is, well-defined assignments should be provided, in which the solving process and the expected results are known in advance and learners can check if they lead to the right solutions (Table 1).

The tasks at Level-4 (Analysis) and Level-5 (Synthesis) are of medium complexity and can be assigned to students as problems for them to solve.

The tasks at Level-6 (Evaluation) should be considered as projects of higher complexity. Problems are open-ended small-scale tasks, in which students might arrive at different solutions or use different solving methods [35]. The proposed solution must meet given specifications and constraints. Projects are challenging ill-defined tasks in which students take part in determining both the objectives and the resources required for a system development. The project is aimed at fostering participants’ technical knowledge, collaborative work, aspiration and imagination, and, in our view, more important from a teaching and learning perspective.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we show that simulation visualization can be used to graphically illustrate various concepts of computer science. We present the NICsim-vhd, VHDL-based Network Interface Card simulation model, as a pedagogical tool for supporting undergraduate computer science students. We discuss three different visualization...
techniques to allow students to engage in computer architecture topics from different perspectives.

Our approach allows students to visualize computer hardware concepts in more tangible ways, in order to improve their learning experience. We describe how Bloom’s taxonomy can be used to differentiate levels of understanding in the areas of computer architecture. We show that once Bloom levels have been applied to learning objectives, the teacher’s activity in designing a lecture to cover a particular topic becomes easier, less nebulous, and more clearly defined.
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